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Cut joinery faster and cleaner with a set of four blades                     B Y  B O B  V A N  D Y K E

Tablesaw Blades for  Joinery

FLAT-TOP RIP

The tablesaw is one of the most useful power tools in a woodworking 
shop, perfect for ripping, crosscutting, and a variety of joinery tasks. I 
keep a high-quality 50-tooth combination blade in my tablesaw 90% of 

the time, which I use for most ripping and crosscutting operations. But when 
it comes to joinery, blades that are designed for specific operations usually 
do a better job because they increase your speed and accuracy. From basic 
rabbets and dadoes to finicky box joints and fine-fitting dovetails, a set of 
four blades makes many joints quickly and precisely. 

The dedicated joinery blades I use most frequently are an 8-in. stacked 
dado set, a box-joint set, a specially ground flat-top rip blade, and a blade 
specially ground to cut dovetails. By the way, always invest in high-quality 
blades; I find they far outperform most cheap blades.

Here I’ll show you how to take advantage of these specialty blades to in-
crease the speed and precision of your machine-cut furniture joints.

Bob Van Dyke is director of the Connecticut Valley School of Woodworking.

DADO
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DOVETAIL

BOX-JOINT
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Many people already own an 
8-in. stacked dado blade set. 

It’s the most versatile joinery blade, 
making jobs such as cutting tenons, 
rabbets, dadoes, and grooves simple 
and straightforward. You change the 
width of a cut by stacking different 
combinations of blades and shims. 

To cut a groove or a dado, simply 
load the number of blades and shims 
needed to make a specific width, and 
use the rip fence or miter gauge to 
make the cut. Make sure the scoring 
blades are on either end, with the 
high point of the angled teeth on the 
outside (see above). 

To cut a rabbet, use a sacrificial 
fence and bury the blade in it (I use 
my L-fence, covered in FWW #237). 
The width and height of the exposed 
section of blade determines the 
rabbet size. After dialing in the cut, 
run the board against the fence to 
create the rabbet. 

Cutting tenons is quick and 
straightforward with this blade. With 
the dado set sized narrower than the 
tenon’s length, use an accurate miter 
gauge or a push block to guide the 
workpiece and use the rip fence as a 
stop to set the length of the tenon. 
The narrower dado set doesn’t have to 
be buried in the fence, and the smaller 
cuts are more accurate. While this 
is a very direct method and I use it 
frequently, inconsistencies in tenon 
thickness are common. The easiest 
way around this is to set the saw to 
cut the tenon just a little fat and then 
fit each one with a shoulder plane.

Dado set
A dado set is a stack of blades that can be 
adjusted to cut wide, flat-bottomed kerfs 
(generally from 1⁄4 in. to 3⁄4 in. wide), ideal for 
grooves and dadoes. Two scoring blades go on 
the outside of the stack to score and cleanly 
cut cross-grain fibers. Flat-topped chipper 
blades are stacked between the scoring blades 
to hog out the majority of the waste. Most sets 
include shims to dial in slight changes in the 
width of cut.

The dado set 
makes a wide, flat 
cut, except for the 
deep marks, or 
ears, left by the 
scoring blades.

Easy grooves and dadoes. To cut grooves 
and dadoes, stack the blades and set the 
depth of cut.

Rabbets, too. To cut rabbets, clamp a sacrificial 
fence to the rip fence and position it over the 
blade. Set the depth of cut and run the stock 
against the fence.

Tenons made simple. Cutting tenons with a dado set is fast and easy. Use a miter gauge to 
hold the workpiece and the rip fence to set the tenon’s length. A few passes on each cheek will 
produce tenons ready to be fitted by hand with a shoulder plane.

Many people already own an 

A dado set is a stack of blades that can be 
adjusted to cut wide, flat-bottomed kerfs 
(generally from 
grooves and dadoes. Two scoring blades go on 
the outside of the stack to score and cleanly 
cut cross-grain fibers. Flat-topped chipper 
blades are stacked between the scoring blades 
to hog out the majority of the waste. Most sets 
include shims to dial in slight changes in the 
width of cut.

Scoring 
blade

Chippers
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A box-joint blade set is similar to 
the dado set, but has just two 

blades. It’s used for cutting box 
joints, also known as finger joints. The 
blades have offset teeth so that when 
they are stacked interlocking, they 
cut a narrower kerf and when their 
order is reversed on the arbor, the cut 
is wider. Box-joint sets are designed 
to cut a perfectly flat bottom, so the 
joint fits together with no gaps visible 
along the baseline.

To cut box joints you must hold the 
stock vertically in a dedicated jig, 
where an indexing pin sized to the 
exact width of the kerf registers how 
much the stock is moved to create 
the fingers. The position of the pin 
controls the fit of the joint.

I rarely make box joints, but the 
box-joint set is great for other joinery 
applications as well. If the bottom of 
a groove or dado is exposed, the flat 
surface of this blade allows through-
dadoes and grooves to fit the mating 
portions of the joint perfectly.

Also, in cases where joinery is 
visible, such as through-tenons and 
bridle joints, the grooves left by the 
scoring teeth of a dado blade will 
noticeably affect the appearance 
of the joint. In these cases, I use a 
box-joint blade to get tenons that are 
perfectly flat and fit into the mortise 
with no gaps.

The box-joint set includes two 8-in.-dia. 
blades that have offset, flat-topped 
teeth that cut wide, flat-bottomed kerfs.  
You can buy a set that cuts a 3⁄16-in. and 
5⁄16-in. kerf or one that cuts a 1⁄4-in. and 
3⁄8-in. kerf.

Box-joint set

Box-joint basics. A jig holds the workpiece 
upright while an indexing pin sized to match the 
blade spaces out the joint precisely.

A perfect fit. When the jig is set up 
correctly, the cut is flawless and the joint is 
tight and free of gaps.

Flat-bottomed grooves and dadoes. The box-joint 
blade is perfect for making narrow grooves and 
dadoes that have a perfectly flat bottom.

To watch a video on setting up 
to cut a perfect box joint, go to 
FineWoodworking.com/extras.

Online Extra

Because the 
teeth are offset, 
altering the 
orientation of the 
blades results in 
two different kerf 
widths. 

The teeth leave 
a perfectly flat 
bottom with no 
“ears” left by 
scoring blades.
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Flat-top rip blade
The flat-top rip blade has its teeth ground flat. 
These blades can be ground by a saw sharpener 
or bought new from companies such as Freud, 
Amana, and Forrest. They also come in heavy-
duty versions for a slightly wider kerf.

A specially ground flat-top rip 
blade leaves a perfectly flat-

bottomed kerf. Most easily found 
in a 1⁄8-in. kerf size, this blade 
is useful when cutting narrow 
exposed grooves, dadoes, or 
rabbets, such as for fitting dividers 
or a bottom in a small box or 
cabinet.

It’s an excellent choice for 
cutting splines in the corner 
of a miter joint, where the flat-
bottomed kerf can form a crisp 
line with the spline being inserted. 
Here the miter joint is typically 
held in a fixture, which is then 
passed over the blade.

Flat-bottom grooves. The flat-top rip blade 
is perfect for making thin, perfectly squared 
grooves in small projects like boxes. The 
rabbeted portion of the box bottom fits into the 
flat groove of the side without gaps.

The secret to perfect splines. The spline jig (left) rides on 
the tablesaw fence and holds a mitered case or frame. Used in 
conjunction with the flat-top rip blade, it allows splines to fit all 
the way into the slots (above) without any gaps.

Flat-top rip blade
The flat-top rip blade has its teeth ground flat. 
These blades can be ground by a saw sharpener 
or bought new from companies such as Freud, 
Amana, and Forrest. They also come in heavy-
duty versions for a slightly wider kerf.

A specially ground flat-top rip 
blade leaves a perfectly flat-

The flat-top rip blade cuts 
a 1⁄8-in.-wide kerf with a 
perfectly flat bottom.
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Dovetail blade
The dovetail blade is a modified rip 
blade that has had all the teeth ground 
to a set angle that matches the angle of 
the tails. Saw sharpeners can grind rip 
blades down to these specifications, and 
companies like Forrest sell blades that 
are ready to use.

A dovetail blade makes 
cutting dovetails on 

the tablesaw almost a no-
brainer. Almost any blade can 
be reground by a good saw-
sharpening service so that all 
the teeth are at a consistent 
angle, usually 7° to 12°. The 
tails are cut on the tablesaw 
with the blade tilted to match 
the slope of the dovetail and 
angled teeth. The pins are 
cut by hand. Because you are 
just cutting to a line, you can 
use any spacing, including 
asymmetrical. While you can 
use any blade to cut dovetails, 
this specially ground blade 
gives better results because 
the angled blade cuts right up 
to the baseline and leaves a 
flat, clean surface all the way 
into the corner with little to no 
cleanup required.

To use it, I set the angle of 
the blade to 10° and raise the 
blade until it just touches the 
baseline. If I have set the blade 
correctly, the top of each cut 
is smooth and exactly parallel 
to the baseline and there’s 
very little paring to do. The 
real advantage of this system, 
aside from speed, is that each 
of the tails will come out dead 
straight and exactly square to 
the face of the board, which is 
critical before you can transfer 
the tails to the pin board. 

Angle the blade. Because the dovetail blade’s teeth 
are ground to match the angle of the tails (Van Dyke 
prefers 10°), tilting the blade to that angle results in a 
flat cut at the base of the tail.

One side first. A jig with an oversize fence 
holds the piece upright. With the tails laid out, 
make all the cuts on one side of the tails. For 
the end, make passes to remove the waste.

Flip and finish. 
Flip the piece 
edge for edge and 
make the cuts for 
the other side of 
the tails. All that’s 
left after this is to 
chop out the small 
amount of waste 
and cut the pins to 
match.

Dovetail blade
The dovetail blade is a modified rip 
blade that has had all the teeth ground 
to a set angle that matches the angle of 
the tails. Saw sharpeners can grind rip 
blades down to these specifications, and 
companies like Forrest sell blades that 
are ready to use.

To watch a video on cutting 
dovetails on the tablesaw, go to 
FineWoodworking.com/extras.

Online Extra

In use the blade is 
tilted to the same angle 
as the teeth, producing 
clean corners with just 
a little waste to remove 
in between.

All the teeth on the 
blade are ground 
to the same angle, 
typically between 7° 
and 12°.
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